
 
    

 

I Wish Event Schedule 

9:00 I Wish Breakfast (Industry Sponsors, CIT Management) in the CIT Student Centre 

9:45-10:00 Student Registration and Breakfast in the CIT Student Centre 

10:00-10:30 Students, Industry Sponsors and Staff partake in the world’s first mass female STEM 
Selfie (STEMfie). Students will tweet their STEMfie with an I Wish aspiration to their 
chosen female Irish STEM role model (#IWish, #CIT #STEMfie) to enter a 
competition. The winner is chosen based on the highest number of retweets.   

10:30–10:40 I Wish event opening in the CIT West Atrium 

10:40-12:30 
 

Exhibition. This includes: 
 

Flash and Software-Defined at EMC: View the 
latest in data storage technology and challenge 
your friends at the data dynamo game.  

 

Device management by geography: Explore 
device management by uploading a phone to 
social media and limiting access depending on 
geographical location. 

 

Watch an operation being performed!: Boston 
Scientific Cork will demonstrate and allow you to 
perform operations using its innovative products. 
Boston Scientific engineers, Joanne and Tara will 
also discuss their day to day work and the 
particular career paths they followed. 

 

PharmaChemical Ireland: Have some fun with 
chemistry, discovery how medicines are made, 
and test your surgery skills with members from 
local pharmaceutical companies 

 

It’s all about the data: Data is everywhere. 
Brainstorm the launch of a new retail product by 
identifying and exploring the vast number of data 
sources that are necessary to launch a successful 
business, whatever the field. 

 

Cosmos at the Castle is an award winning 
interactive astronomy exhibition which highlights 
recent scientific discoveries and their implications 
for life in outer space. Discover the wonders of 
the night sky in the planetarium with Frances 
McCarthy at I Wish! 

 

I Wish Pop Up Coder Dojo: Software is eating the 
world and there’s a large shortage of people with 
the programming and problem abilities to keep 
up. Get a taster of digital literacy by joining Linda 
O’ Sullivan and the CIT Raspberry Pioneer’s 
Society to program your own Raspberry Pi 
Project. 

 

 

12:40-13:15 Students depart CIT and arrive at the City Hall I Wish event 

 


